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See Through Shirt - [Second Skin]
$24.95 USD
Shipping calculated at checkout.
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See Through Shirt - Nylon - Second Skin

Elegant see through shirt, 40 den, pantyhose fabric, stretch, second skin, tight comfortable fit. Soft

microfiber quality, polyamide (nylon), not mesh fabric  

one size fits most regular (XS - small - medium - large)

colors: black

 

The look of the celebrities

Show more or less with this transparent top. This sheer longsleeve top completes your outfit like a

pantyhose, and because it is see through there are many varieties to combine it with plunging

necklines or sleeveless dresses.

black white

one size fits most

1

Add to cart

Buy it now

10 % Discount Code :  10off  -  See Through Shirts -  Sheer Tops -  Basics -  Casual Style -  Hosier y 
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A see-through shirt made of pantyhose fabric with a second skin fit can be a unique and
elegant addition to your wardrobe

Here are a few ways to style it:

1. Layered under a blazer or cardigan: Layer the see-through shirt under a blazer or cardigan for

a chic and sophisticated look. This will provide some coverage while still showing off the

sheer quality of the shirt. Pair it with trousers or a skirt and heels for a professional look.

2. Paired with high-waisted jeans or shorts: The tight, comfortable fit of the shirt makes it

perfect for pairing with high-waisted jeans or shorts. This will balance out the sheerness of

the shirt and create a casual yet stylish look.

3. Worn with a statement bra: To show off your personal style and add some interest to your

outfit, wear the see-through shirt with a statement bra or bralette. This will create a bold and

edgy look that is perfect for a night out or a concert.

4. Layered under a slip dress: For a more daring and fashion-forward look, layer the see-

through shirt under a slip dress. This will create a unique and eye-catching outfit that is

perfect for a party or a night out.

Remember to always choose clothing that makes you feel confident and comfortable. The soft

microfiber quality and stretchy, second skin fit of this shirt can provide both comfort and elegance.
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Sheer Shirt - High Neck - Pantyhose Fabric

$29.95 USD $24.95 USD

Sale

See Through Shirt - Nylon Pantyhose Fabric

$29.95 USD $24.95 USD

Sale

See Through Pantyhose Shirt - Nylon

$24.95 USD
2 See Through Shirts [Nylon Pantyhose Fabric]

$39.95 USD
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Sheer Top - See Through

$24.95 USD
Sheer T-Shirt - Transparent Nylon

$24.95 USD $22.95 USD

Sale

See Through Shirt

$24.95 USD
Sheer Shirt

$24.95 USD

2 Sheer Shirts

$39.95 USD
Sheer Shirt - Fine Mesh

$19.95 USD
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